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WHO WE ARE
Family Traveller is a multi platform award-winning lifestyle brand which targets parents
via inspiring content in order to maximise their precious time together
Our target audience is 28-50 affluent mothers with children aged 0-15 years
Family Traveller reaches 500,000 UK households per month
across print, website, email and social media
The editorial is led by travel, but includes fashion, beauty,
health and wellbeing, home, motoring, entertainment and finance

DIGITAL AUDIENCE
familytraveller.com averages
350,000 sessions per month

Family and travel are two of the most
popular verticals for social media sharing

Average page views per session: 5.5

We generate significant engagement
around our social media platforms

Ad impressions served:
5,000,000+ per month
Traffic: 70% mobile/tablet,
30% desktop
Average dwell time per session:
2.30 minutes
Gender split:
68% female, 32% male

Our current social reach is 750,000+
Our social audience is our
most engaged traffic averaging
8.5 pages per session
We offer brands the opportunity
to engage with our readers by
social media collaborations

DIGITAL
COMMERCIAL
OPPORTUNITIES

Run of site display
banners, MPU’s

Destination content hubs
Video creation and integration
Sponsored content

hotel/resort guides, fashion shoots etc

Competitions/data capture
Affiliate marketing
On site surveys
Channel takeovers
Behavioral targeting
Social media posts

COMPETITIONS
& DATA CAPTURE
Family Traveller generates impressive
data results for partners
Competitions generate up to 20,000 entries.
Opted in data shared with partners
Competitions are promoted across
all Family Traveller platforms
Market research can be conducted via the entry mechanic

MAGAZINE COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITIES
With an ABC figure of 59,557 we reach our audience through a blend of newstand, subscription and targeted free distribution.
Our distribution partners have included The White Company, Legoland, Boden and Ocado and selected retailers including M&S and Waitrose
A D V E R T I S E M E N T F E AT U R E

GULF COAST FLORIDA

Here are just some of the highlights for families!

Taste the world

SUMMER 2018

TAKE ME TO THE BEACH

Rosemary Beach in
South Walton is a
perfect neighbourhood
for families

Beach Bar
Every week, Beaches throws an extravagant beach party
featuring a delicious array of food and drinks, fire eaters and
limbo dancers, all under a canopy of stars and ocean breezes.

BEACHES RESORTS OFFER FAMILIES A FIVE-STAR GLOBAL GOURMET DINING EXPERIENCE,
ALL INCLUDED IN THE PRICE, ALL THE TIME!

THE COAST
BOASTS ACRES OF
MANGROVES AND
LONG STRETCHES OF
UNSPOILT BEACHES

Sweeties Ice Cream
Counter

FAMILY TRAVELLER
COLORADO

FLORIDA

Soft serve ice-cream on tap.
Dangerous stuff!

SKI
COUNTRY
USA

FAMILYTRAVELLER.COM/COLORADOSKI

A NATURAL
FLORIDA

Sesame Street
breakfast and tea

Families staying at Beaches Resorts in
Jamaica and Turks & Caicos are all set for
a culinary treat during their stay and one that
spans from the tastes of the Caribbean to as far
as Japan with plenty of sweet treats for kids and
trendy new food trucks. Five-star Global
Gourmet Dining at Beaches Resorts brings
new sights, sounds and tastes to families at
each meal, and of course, it’s all included. All
unlimited. All the time!
Each individual restaurant boasts a menu
prepared by chefs professionally trained in a
specific culinary style, using only the freshest
ingredients, resulting in a high level of quality
and choice across all resorts.
There are also as many as 15 ocean-side and
pool bars per resort, the perfect place to kick
back and enjoy premium spirits and mocktails
right on the beach and directly in the pool or
over the ocean with family and friends.

Confetti

Giuseppes

Give your kids a few Caribbean
dollars to spend at the Confetti
sweet shop with its rainbow
flavours and colours. Kid heaven
in a sweetie bag!

Caribbean meets Tuscany
at this fun pizza and pasta
restaurant, that’s a big hit with
families. Think potato gnocchi
and seared swordfish fillet.

What goes great with your
cereal? How about lots of fun
with your child’s favourite
Sesame Street friend? Kids get
to choose a buffet breakfast
with Elmo and all his friends.
Alternatively book them in
to meet Abby and Elmo for a
surprise tea party where they’ll
learn how to work together
when setting the table.

Dodge the big cities and theme parks, and head for Florida’s
north-west Gulf Coast, for jetskiing with dolphins, fascinating
history and the real-life Truman Show, says LUCY PARES

‘I

n my wildest dreams, I never imagined I’d
be jetskiing alongside three frolicking
bottlenose dolphins off the gulf coast
of Mexico. These beautiful mammals
played jauntily in the wake of our jetskis,
coming up close and allowing us to jump
into the water next to them, snorkels on
and cameras ready.
We Brits tend to think of Florida as
mega-theme parks and fast cities, but
look a little further and you’ll find the
tranquil serenity of a natural and historic
Florida, with a beauty that draws its
inhabitants to never leave the life they
love. On my arrival in north-west Florida’s
Gulf Coast, I was taken aback at the
natural landscape, acres of mangroves
and long stretches of unspoilt beaches.
I arrived in Pensacola, one of the
earliest European settlements in the US
and the westernmost city in the Florida
panhandle. It’s a pure delight for adults
and kids, with activities aplenty, stunning
scenery and a neverending array of
family-friendly restaurants, serving huge

Feel the sand
beneath your
toes with family
beach dining
Kimonos

Café de Paris

Families are in for a show and a
fabulous Asian feast of teriyaki
beef, and ginger-infused
chicken breast when they dine
at Kimonos where chefs flip
shrimps into their shirt pockets!

Discover a little bit of French
style in the Caribbean with
chocolate cream puffs, crème
brulee tarts, crepes, quality
coffee and tea in a 17th century
Parisian setting.

Mr.Mac & Curls
& Swirls food trucks
Beaches joins the food truck
revolution with the Mac Daddy
of macaroni van and the
yummiest ice cream on wheels.
Both big hits with families.
UNSPOILT SHORES

Left from above: Surfing is a popular sport on
the Gulf Coast; uncrowded beaches are a big
plus; snorkelling with dolphins is fun for all ages

VISIT BEACHES.CO.UK OR CALL 0800 597 0001

bowls of traditional gumbo next to
spectacular ocean vistas.
A great way to get your bearings is to
join a Segway tour with Emerald Coast
Tours, (perfect for teens aged 14 and over)
around the historic district, an educational
and entertaining experience, learning about
the British, Spanish and French colonial
influences and how they have shaped the
city during the past 450 years. For families
with younger children, Emerald Coast
Tours also runs bike and walking tours.
Whizzing around the Historic
Pensacola village with a friendly and
knowledgeable guide, we had a first-hand
experience of the original 19th-century
buildings and the history they held.
From the Museum of Commerce,
and a reconstruction of a traditional
Pensacola street scene in the late 1800s,
to the pretty Clara Barkley Dorr House,
built in 1871, we soon got a sense of
Pensacola’s history. Make sure you
visit between Tuesday and Saturday to
see volunteers dressed in traditional
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display advertising

Premium brand, tactical or
contextual advertising sites
COMPETITION
SNAP IT UP

From serene sunsets to
sibling silliness, the theme of
the compeition can be
interpreted in many ways

PHOTOGRAPHERS
COMPETITION

I’ve heard the saying there’s no such thing as
bad weather, just bad clothes. We’re off to the
ski slopes this winter, and I want my kids to enjoy
the outdoors while being warm. Jo, by email

ASK THE EXPERTS

P

Riikamaria Paakkunainen

We have three age categories: 5-8 years; 9-12
years; and 13-16 years, and the best entries will
win a Kodak Pixpro digital camera. Look out for
the winning entries on familytraveller.com

Learning how to switch off on holiday starts way before
you board the plane. First, what type of holiday do you
and the family need?
You are probably working harder, faster and longer than
ever – and you are not alone. Many of my clients tell me that
even on holiday they struggle to switch off from work. The
problem is compounded by the fact that smartphones and
wifi make it so easy for us to take our work on holiday. ‘I’ll
just check my emails quickly,’ can easily turn into a morning
answering work emails, rather than spending time with
your children or relaxing by the pool with a good book.
I end up coaching high-powered professionals several
months before a holiday. Stress is removed because they
know everything is being taken care of back at work. But
this won’t happen on its own. It requires a process starting
months before the holiday.

HOW TO ENTER

Go to familytraveller.com/youngphotographer
and upload your child’s travel photograph. Only one image
per child. Maximum 5mg. Closing date: 30 June, 2017
Please tell us:
the name and age of the photographer, an email
address, telephone number, where the photo was taken,
and who is in the photograph, if applicable

H E R E A R E S O M E P R A C T I C A L WAY S T O
S W I T C H O F F F R O M W O R K O N H O L I D AY :
Be clear with your team and boss about the type of
holiday you want before going away: an interruption
break (being contactable 24/7 by your office – not
a good idea), a partial break (being contactable
between set times) or a total break? (not being
contactable unless there’s a ‘red light’ emergency
on terms you’ve defined with your workplace).
l Remove work emails from your smartphone. You’ll
be less tempted to check constantly. If you are going
to call the office, agree check-in calls at set times
with your team using the hotel phone. This reduces
negative thoughts (‘Oh my God, have we lost our
biggest client?’) when your phone rings.
l Think about what you want your children to tell
their friends about your involvement during the
holiday. Then work backwards. In short: take deliberate
decisions way before you board the plane and
increase the chance of benefiting from the mental
break that is so needed in our ‘always on’ society.
Connect more with each other and less with the wifi.

Connect more
with each other and
less with the wifi

base layer

l

worth £99.99
This rugged, waterproof camera is
ideal for kids wanting to take action
shots. Shockproof, dustproof and
just about life proof, the WP1 was
built to take pics on the go and can
be used in, on and under the water.
With a host of scene models and HD
video, the WP1 is the perfect
camera for action-packed holidays.

13-16
13
16 YEARS
AR

KODAK PIXPRO SP360
4K VR CAMERA

worth £399.99
Enter the next frontier of
360-degree interactive video with
this new VR camera; 4K resolution
adds ample detail, clarity and
precision for nuances your teens
want to capture. Experience the
flexibility and power of the SP360
4K and take your 360-degree VR
video content to new heights.

GO TO FAMILYTRAVELLER.COM/YOUNGPHOTOGRAPHER
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WE’D LIKE KIDS
TO CAPTURE IN A
PHOTOGRAPH WHAT
IT FEELS LIKE TO
BE ON HOLIDAY
49

competitions

isbon has echoes of many of
the world’s great cities. Its steep
old cobbled streets, trams and
impressive red bridge across the
tidal River Tegus bears more than a
passing resemblance to San Francisco. Its
statue of Christ the Redeemer on the
hillside reminds you instantly of Rio, and
its main avenue is modelled after the
Champs-Élysées in Paris. It also happens
to be built on seven hills, just like Rome,
yet Lisbon is a city that has for a long while

Fleece
and wool
are both
warm

WHAT TO SEE & DO

done its own thing in its own time,
remaining neutral in conflicts and turning
its eye more to the Atlantic than to Europe.
Yet, suddenly, it seems, the world has
woken up to Lisbon’s charms. There is
renovation work in many parts of the city
as trendies start moving into the old town
and the port gets a facelift for the cruise
crowd. For families, it’s a very manageable
city, with plenty to keep youngsters and
teens entertained, from the Oceanarium
to the cool urban street art. Go discover!

Tuk-tuk tour of Lisbon

Kids will love a tour on these electric tuk-tuks,
with plenty of space for a family of four. Bump
over old cobbled streets up and down the city’s
steep hills with a knowledgeable guide, such as
PhD student Joao Sintra, to panoramic vantage
points on the east and west of town. Discover
houses covered in traditional blue and white
tiles, the ancient, labyrinthine Alfama district
with its narrow lanes and seafood restaurants,
and an introduction to the trendy Chiado district.
From £130 for up to six passengers, with
pick-up from your hotel.
ecoTukTours.com

mid layer
keeps
the skin
dry

PHOTOGRAPH: PLAIN PICTTURE

R
99-12 YEARS

KODAK PIXPRO WP1
SPORT CAMERA

PHOTOGRAPH: PLAINPICTURE/JASMIN SANDER

5-8 YEARS

KODAK PIXPRO S1

L

L AY E R E D D R E S S I N G
Base layer for keeping the skin dry. Wet skin cools
down 25 times faster than dry skin. Synthetic base
layers wick away moisture from the skin, so children
can avoid getting cold after sweating. Another good
base-layer option is wool.
l Mid layer for warmth. Fleece and wool are both
warm under the outerwear, but wool retains its
insulation capability better when it gets wet.
l Outer shell for protection against wind and rain. The
outer-shell layer should be breathable, too, to let the
moisture evaporate through the shell. Moisture
remaining inside the outfit can make the child cold.
WA R M , WAT E R P R O O F A C C E S S O R I E S
Boots, a hat, a neck warmer, and mittens are
essential. Most heat loss occurs at our extremities –
head, hands and feet. Protect them well, and you
can wear less elsewhere.
SIGNS OF KIDS BEING TOO HOT
A sweaty neck, getting rid of cap and/or mittens
– yes, it’s the most efficient way to cool down;
losing their energy and zest for play.
SIGNS OF BEING TOO COLD
Very cold tip of the nose; pale, bluish skin and lips;
shivering. See reima.com/int/dress-for-the-weather
l

Mark McCartney
The Dad Coach, tofocus.co.uk

Lisbon

Portugal’s capital city is riding a new wave of regeneration.
Family Traveller editor JANE ANDERSON discovers why

Communications Manager at Reima, reima.com

Some individuals are more sensitive to cold than others,
but one rule applies to all: the longer and windier your
stay in the cold, the better your insulation should be.

THE PRIZES

worth £140
This powerful Micro Four Thirds
model features a slim body and
design, with interchangeable lens
and manual focus. A 16MP CMOS
sensor and 1080p HD video
produce clear images with sharp
detail. Wireless connectivity and a
3-inch articulating LCD are just a
few of the feature that set this
camera apart from the rest.

48 HOURS IN

Ask us a family-travel question, and we’ll get our experts to answer it for you!

As a dad of two young children with a
pressurised job, how do I switch off from
work during a family holiday? Adam, by email

There’s more than £600 worth of Kodak Pixpro digital cameras up for grabs, to be
won by your talented children – so pass them a camera and let imaginations run wild
hotographs are such a big part of our
everyday lives that here at Family
Traveller we thought it was high time
we gave your children the opportunity
to get creative behind the lens.
We’d like your children to let their
imaginations soar and to capture in a
photograph what it feels like to be on holiday.
This could be an atmospheric scenic shot, a
picture of their siblings having a blast or a
peaceful moment. Think about the
composition, how it captures the destination,
the background, who’s in the picture, and
whether, in years to come, it will bring back
great memories of your holiday.

LISBON

ADVICE

UR
EN TEORDAOK
YOUNG
K

24-48 page bespoke content

Co-funded sponsored editorial
commissioned by clients

Designed by our team with
approval from the client

ColoradoCOVER_ELK_v2.indd 1

supplements

native content

advertorials

02/07/2018 14:58

The Oceanarium

Located in the Parque das Nações – the exhibition
grounds for the Expo 1998 and a great open space to
let kids run wild – the Lisbon Oceanarium is the
largest indoor aquarium in Europe, with 5 million
litres of seawater. Families get a fascinating insight
into the lives of creatures as diverse as Pacific Ocean
sea otters, who rub their cute faces with a grease-like
substance to make it waterproof, to mighty sunfish,
the largest bony fish in the world. Don’t miss the fab
temporary exhibitions, such as Forests Underwater by
Japanese landscape photographer Takashi Amano.
Visitors 13 and over £14, youngsters (4-12 years)
£9.50. Under-fours free. oceanario.pt

outer shell
outer-shell
layer should
be breathable

I N A S S O C I AT I O N W I T H

Funiculars, Lifts and Trams

synthetic
layer
wicks away
moisture
make sure the
top layer is
waterproof
N E E D S O M E H E L P P L A N N I N G YO U R N E X T H O L I D AY ?
S E N D I N YO U R Q U E S T I O N S B Y E M A I L T O J A N E @ FA M I LY T R AV E L L E R . C O M
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Since Lisbon’s City Hall legalised street art, its been
flourishing across the city. A knowledgeable guide
picks families up from their hotel in a minibus and
takes them to all the hotspots, such as Brazilian twins
OsGemeos’ depiction of a hooded graffiti anarchist
character using a businessman as a catapult. But
most impressive of all is Quinta Do Mocho (The Owl
Farm), a deprived housing estate which is now one of
the largest outdoor galleries in the world, thanks to
69 huge pieces of urban art painted in acrylics on the
ends of tower blocks. Often with a surrealist edge,
themes include racial harmony, escapism and
transformation, and aim to lift the hopes and dreams
of residents. Private three-hour tour costs from

costs £13 for two adults and two children.

£50 per person. estreladalva.pt
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ask the experts

The Real Lisbon Street-Art Tour

There’s a reason you don’t see many cyclists
in Lisbon: the city is incredibly hilly! Take the
curiously beautiful graffiti-covered Ascensor da
Glória funicular up 276m at an average gradient
of 18% to the Chiado area of town, or hop on
one of Lisbon’s many trams to explore, whether
it’s a public tram or a sightseeing one, such as the
cork-covered (Portugal produces half the world’s
cork annually) Tram Tour. And don’t miss a ride
on the Santa Justa Lift, one of the capital’s bestloved landmarks, also known as the ‘Elevator of
Carmo’, which features ironwork similar to that
of the Eiffel Tower and connects Rossio Square
to the Bairro Alto district. The Glória funicular

➜
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48 hours in...

awards sponsorship
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PRINT EDITORIAL SCHEDULE 2019
I N E V E RY I S S U E
TRENDING NOW

OUR COLUMNISTS

A roundup of the latest family
travel news and trends

TV and radio presenter and
journalist Mariella Frostrup
leads our talented team
of columnists and family
travel insiders

FASHION & BEAUTY

CAR REVIEW

Seasonal kid’s fashion,
the best beauty products
for mums, and more

We test out the latest
family vehicle

72 HOURS IN…

IN FOCUS

COMPETITIONS

OUT & ABOUT

CELEBRITY Q+A

Getting under the skin
of a city or region from
a family point of view

A deeper dive into a region
or themed holiday from the
Middle East to cruising

We work with hotels, airlines
and destinations and fashion
brands to bring our readers
the chance to win family trips
and experiences

Our pick of the best places
to go and things for families
to do each season

A look inside the travelling
lives of cool celebrities who
happen to be parents too

WHERE WE
WANT TO BE
Our trending, wow-factor
family hotspot

2 0 1 9 F E AT U R E S
SPRING/SUMMER 2019
ISSUE 28

AUTUMN 2019
ISSUE 29

WINTER 2019
ISSUE 30

Munich, Italy, Egypt, Mexico, Kenya
Skip-gen in India
Summer festivals planner
Theme parks special
What’s new in cruise
Mountains in summer
Holidays by ferry
Nature-based staycations
Art-based getaways
Young Travel Writers Competition

Thessoloniki, Florida, Caribbean,
Costa Rica, California
South Africa/safari
The new Arabia
Villas
Wellness holidays
Cruise and stay
All-inclusive resorts
Ski
Family Traveller Awards

Girona, The Canary Islands
Scottish Highlands and Islands, Tunisia
Far East
Queensland
Family friendly airlines
Multi-gen holidays
Kids club innovators
Cruise
Ski
Family Traveller Awards
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DIGITAL ADVERTISING

IFC DPS

£12,500 Front 1/3 FP

£6,000

1st DPS

£10,000 Front half FP

£4,000

2nd DPS

£8,500

ROM FP

£3,000

DPS ROM

£6,500

IBC

½ page feature
£10,000 ½ page ROM
Loose inserts
£8,000

£2,500
£1,250
£50 CPM

ADVERTORIALS

+20%

Inside front cover double page spread

Inside front cover double page spread

DPS run of magazine

OBC

Outside back cover

Inside back cover

Front third full page

Front half full page

Run of magazine

Display advertising (premium)
Display advertising (STANDARD)
Online advertorial
Solus email
Reader surveys
HOT DEALS (premium)
HOT DEALS (standard)
social media post

from £30 CPM
from £25 CPM
From £2,500
from £2,500
from £4 CPL
£1,500 per week
£800 per week
£500

SPECIFICATIONS
digital banners

Magazine page dimensions

Print file creation

970x250 px

Please supply as two single pages
Trim: 297 x 210 mm
Bleed: 307 x 220 mm (3 mm bleed on all edges)

All files should be in CMYK and have all fonts & high-resolution
matter, such as images and logos, embedded

premium leaderboard
leaderboard
970x90 px

Double MPU
300x600 px

MPU

Double-page spread
Single page

Trim: 297 x 210 mm
Bleed: 307 x 220 mm (3 mm bleed on all edges)

Half-page, vertical

300x250 px

Trim: 105 x 297 mm
Bleed: 115 x 307 mm (3 mm bleed on all edges)

Homepage takeovers

Half-page, horizontal

Spec on request

May be supplied as JPEG,
GIF or HTML 5.
Max files size 1mb

Trim: 148 x 210 mm
Bleed: 154 x 220 mm (3 mm bleed on all edges)

File must be submitted as single pages
Single page is A4, 210mm x 297mm plus a 3mm bleed

All images contained in the file must be 300dpi when 100% in size

INK DENSITY

Cover/text section

As Family Traveller is printed on a coated stock,
the maximum UCR density should not exceed 320%.

BLEED ALLOWANCE

Bleed advertisements should include a 3mm bleed on all edges.
Please do not run text near the trim area.

COLOUR PROOFING

For proofing specifications visit
acornweb.co.uk/pdf-spec-portal.html.

digital file delivery
Digital files can be sent to the us at
printads@familytraveller.com
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